
tt. 	' I 

1 	. 'Pert 3 

Agins this instalment with a recapitulation end a short memory, aided 
Fact: 

by 1.1t total lack of ow.osition. Dii4 Oswald take the rifle into the 

building? "Our answer was yes", Cronkite intoned. This was made possible 

buLignoring the testimony of the only man in the world who sew Oswald 
4 01,.=.4U 

enter the building. Jack Dougherty swore he carried nothing. ,'Fare was 

Oswald, Cronkite next asked."...on the sixth floor", He answered, stream-

lining the CBS "conclusion"of bgt 48 hours earlier, which said only 

"probably" on that floor. his, in turn, was made easier when CBS 

ignored the evidence id its possession that a41417. came from my work oere0a4 

that they got from me. They hell's picture of Billy Nolan  Lovelady that 

disprovea,a fundamental conclusion of the Report, that it was he, not 
on tla first floor and 

Lee Hervey Oswald who was/in gibe second Altgene picture, taken about 

half-way through the assassination. The well-paid CBS staff could not find 

the FBI reports on this, even though WHTTOASH II has footnotes to the 

publicly-available source in the Dationel Archives, with the number of the 

file, so I gave them photocopie s of the reports. Then 	gave them photo- 
rat 	

1 

copies of the suppressed reports proving that a fellow employee had 
4 

actually seen usweld on the first floor. Following Commission footsteps, 
fL/4.14_1%„( 4-1„C40 7. • 

CBS did not interview this witness‘ instead, it told the world the within 

two days, as the whitewash ripened, any question about whether Oswald was 

not on the sixth-floor disapneered."Wes XXX Oswald's rifle fired from the 

buildingnes". This simple, straightforward answer was easier to deliger 

because CBS did not face the reality, that there was no evidence connecting 

any bullet or fragment of bullet with the assassination. ft likewise was 

untroubled by a then-recent court decision, throwing out the conviction 

of a soldier for murde an exact parallel, authorities, -then it was 

eli/ 

possible to determine whether th

d 

bullet fired from his gun could be traced 

th the murder by simple tests, 
1 i 

si-Iply not made these tests. Neither 

the FBI nor the trommission did, either isibd CBS, unlike the courts, was 
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content. "How many shots were fired", CBS asks, end introduces a 

note of doubt that is disqualifying to its conclusions, all of them: 
1Ptt 

"Moat likely, threat" is can evidence, like that of the Commission, is 

that the shots known to have been fired can not be explained if only 

three shots were fired. But CBS is satisfied to"solve" the murder of a 

President by glib "most 44Agaili likely's" that are neither most nor 
4.17 1111,72:7 '76 I - likely nor reasonable nor supported by the weight of the evidence Its 

self-aprointed task, like that assigned the Commission, was facilitated 

by the absence of any opposition, no one to ask questions, no one to ahvw 

the falseness end fallacy or its statements, and because it, like the 

Comnission, had no law and no court to satisfy. Its own evidence is that 

what haprened could not be accounted for by three shots. "How fast could 
1141421/8 Oswald's rifle be fired.' Fest enoughr îIt is worth recalling how CBS 

established this: by having nothingxto do with osweld's rifle, the only 

one it mentions and at issue, or Oswald's skill, again the only one 

materiel. CBS did not test Oswald's rifle; the government did. The federal 

testa prove that the moat skilled could not fire Oswald's rifle fast 

enough or ecurately enough. CBS was equal to its self appointed teak. It 
e4a,cit 	h 

tested other rifles and prove hey could not be fired fest enough either 

because it was beyond the capacity of masters or becaus..:, the rifle mal-

functione4 so often. At this point their stomachs rebelled and they failed 

to write "accuracy" into the wcript for Cronkite, Which is just as good, 

becuase their 	perts also could not fire their - not Uewald'e -rifle 

accurately enough - when they could fire, that is'. Instead, they ask 

"What was the time span" and decide "most likely 9tbat new CBS element of 

"proof") the assassin had more time, not less". are again, the conclusion 

/j7a 

was more easily arrived at

//

by the proper blending of falsehood, miarepre-

senettion and fabrication.bIsing Zepruder'a camera, it said, as /3 clock, 
~ti r fv l n rrt_ki 	r44-i, J_______, 

*/ 
CBS proceeded dW-41se. five cameras other that Zapruderbs, 	eubstituted 
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fiction for reality. Zepruder'e camera had been accurately timed by the 

FBI and the manufacturer. CBS  did not time it. Instead it said that 

because it found the speedSof other camerar- and that of el five varied-

it knew the speed of Zepruder's: 

The wonder is that While recapitulating their first show with all this 

science they did not r,t, the same time "prove" that the cheese on the 

moon is not green but blue end, accomodatingly, concede the difference is 

alight because, after .811, it is cheese 

riktaJZZLI, 	aft4144-9111-74.4"--1-1  So pleased was CBS With its s 	 nto the proof 

that there wa:Vconspirecy it adhered to the Commission's substitution 

of enW inapplicable hypothesis for the reality:"We tested in our owe 

hryinvestigation /shameless they used the same wordl) the critical single 
6"P'/).',/ 

bullet theory and found one billet might well have wounded bofh Men"rlt 

is worth repeating here the spoof developed by that CBS "investigation": 

It willed Governor Connally's smashed fifth rib out of even a Masonite 

existence and 	 proved that a single bullet, regardless of tts 

condition in which it emerged, could not have inflicted hen 

all seven non-fetal injuries on both men: 

There is no limit to the reiteration of that favored CBS lie, that 

Dr, Ilumee "re-examined" the picture he had never seen for it is only 

CBS that can limit its* and it eo liked itsmix own lie: it here/ 

repeated it still again. Bow it easy it all was, CBS style:"And we 

concluded th4there was no second gunman". 
ittri"(  

This is what leadd to the pronouncement tilt this art would"look 

further into the question of conspiracy". Ho* By ignoring any conspiracy 

is which Oswald was not the assassin: How impartial can you be 

This begins with the CBS question- by now we know CBS questions are a 

special kind (as are CBS"answers"},"Could Oswald have made his way to the 
A 	 74_11 41-0-  ( o ,4U)g-fr  

scene of Officer Tippit's murder:" 

ti) 4011,1.-1144V a"  I'. 
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CBS:4 	TAIMMINEWECtififtliriTairAiftlidIXAMII; "To solve the Tip-it killing, it 

is vital to reconstruct Lee Harvey Oswald's actions from the tx 

moment of theessassination to the moment of Tippit'a death" 

*limb; 

Fact: 	To eliminate suspense and its possible danaerous consequences, I 
rpc  • 

I should here state that CBD decided the beet way t6 	this was not too 

try, just to day it did. % For the first time," the voice of Rather said, 

"we have been able to folow the path of Oswald's movements from his owirdr 

sniper's nest on the sixth flooni...we t between the stacks of book 

cartons to the opporite corner('  
g  1 

...ticked his rifle down between the 

stacks...." Here the pleasures and strong recollections of childhood y42.4.7%-e...1 

returned to the CBS mind to simplify the task. Instead of have their Oswald 

twice surmount a five-foot barricade of stacked cartons and carefully 

deposit the rifle in a sitting position under a bridge of other boxes, 

without leaving finger prints, the reality it could not re-enact 

• . 
before the camera - and why bring up these fingerprints wheni there will 

come 	time CBS will fin 

slink down an open isle an 

thsrs more to its liki4g- CBS had Rather 

stick the rifle between two boxes. Neat:" Of 

course'. Easier, too: 

AL 410.1k,&tfl 
40ft- 

How much essierAls the CBS description 4f 	encounter in the second- 

floor lunchroom with Officer Marrion L. Baker: "In front of a coke mchinei a 

policemen actually stopped Oswald". This is 

 
.ter/ 
	cleaner then messing 

with closed doors that closed mechanidally and precluded the possibility 

of the ofiicial account; 	the timfing of the policeman and of Oswald, 

bko-0.0wmAC which proved that Oswald could not have been in that sixth-floor 

window( the hypothesis) and had this encounter with the policemen in the 

presence of a witness, hes own boss( the reelitylAnd the CPS solution to 

the timing that proves the opposite of what it says is effective: leave 

it outYWho can argue with times not given, 	its audience could argue 

back‘ Instead, OBSsimpl says 	walked out of the building in about 3 minute 
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gtrtt.t., 	 1: 4, 	Viterwi+174 trirr1.e‘444.4..1, dzo 	/4)-41,- ,L  k1;411-q-7-- 

CBS: 
	

This simplification worked so well for CBS it stuck with the method. 

"He Walked ,seven block down Mx Elm Street;l3ftara2kexziettxtitaxzx 

iwposItin7 then took a bus on Murphy, heeded for Oak Cliff( 61/42)* 
6, 	 Ifv114-.471,4- 

Fact: 	That bus 	took was headed right beck into the 	raffic jam CBS 

and the Commission both say he had just created. This is a new tech-

nique in escape from crimes, a considerable advance over Keffka. 

CBS: 	Oswald then got off the bus, walked two blocks, "then took a cab several 

blocks pest his rooming house on beck5ley"644- 

'act: 	That CBS simplification system of evidence evaluation was working so well 

they kept in that goove. Thus we do not from its script learn /kwtx 
to,/ 

why a fleeing Presidential assassin should take a cab(#several blocks 
past  
PI his rooming house". How many is several. If CES went into that they'd 

introduce William Wayne Whaley, whose whammies the Commission survived 

it
but CBS wisely avoided. Thus they did not have to report that o his 

single flight in a/single cab driven by a single driver]. Crom the 

testimony of the only witness on it, that driver, Oswald went five 

blocks pest his destination to get out, seven blocks past it, and 

also to the intersection of two streets that run parallel. Avoiding all of 

this was only pert of the benefit of the effective CBS technique. It also 

avoided the entire question of why Oswald took a cab too far at all and of 

the character of the police lineups, not unfairly described as flemeups, 

from Whaley's own testimony, in which he swore to the identification of 

Oswald as his Exr passenger before he was taken to the lineup to make the 

identification and then swore before the Commission that he did this as 

a favor to his friend, the assistant distict attorney. 

Tus, CBS got Oswald to his rooming house end at the same time kept, its 

/own show n the screen, neither of rich is a el*ght accomplishment. 
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CBS: 	Rather than overwork an effective technique, CBS abrupts ehitd to 

the voice of a police radio announced with the description of the 

s uspected assassin:"an unknown white man, approximately 30, slender". 

The voice of Cronkite followed with this description:"white man, slender, 

weighing 185 pounds, standing about 5 feet 10 inches, in his early 30's" 

FACT: 	kviEloglIqw-t1 CBS ives/us a choice: We can select either as the 

description that, a half hour later, Officer J.D. Tippit considered 

was that of the 24-year-old, skinny Oswald who weighed ids 140 pounds. 

It and the Commission demand belief that tit Oswald was a dead -ringer ,g5r 

for the bigo# broadcast "description" that en appreciable percentage of 

the males in Dallas fit, uncountable thousands more so than Oswald kthis 
4 

is to concede that anyone fit thildescription
)

, 

)
and thus Tippit stopped 

i. )  

him and 10th and Patton. 

We canr.ot go quite this fast, xcuh as CBS rushed the pace, for 

there are a few com:ents that can of be ignored: 

CBS: 	"...critics have made much of the speed with which it ithe "description") 
15 

was sent out - just itittesx minutes after the shots were fired." (page 

Fact: 	CBS has a critic for every season. Bather than fast, the broadcast was 

slocb
:41 L-11144 131.1wricy 

w, 	the man termed by CES and the Comission as 14/probable" 

source7Aandingst the scene of the crime, right next to a radio-equiped 

(4a. ) 
motorcycle 	ieesan, who then and there used his radio -for other purposesi- 

and who then and there also got a "description" from Amos Lee Euins. If 

Brennan actually saw a men in the window end gave a description andilwas 

standing right where there was an operating police radio, why did it take 

15 precious minites to use that open mikei 

CBS: 	"A CBS newsman, following the Warren Commission blueprint, found that 

45 minutes wa.,  ample time" for 'sweld to get tiom to the scene of the 
442,1144,  d.  4/  44-  Ifr 6144/ ILicT 

Tippit murder. 11 	/La 	/2-t4L,'7/1);e 

Fact: 	This proves the merit of modern "science" and the greater skill of 

CBS- and the advantage of having to give no details- not a single, 
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solitary one. '12hus did CBS escape such problems as this one that 

almost stop7ed the Commission: Beginning with the impossible time of 

1:03 as the time usweld left his rooming house end ignoring the fact 

that he was last seen sliting for at bus going in therop-osite direction, 

the Commission timed is walk to the scene of the murder: 17 minutes and 

iii5MMe. With the beginning at 1:03 the earliest he a/uld have 

reached 10th and Patton was 1:20;0. The Tippit murder was on the 

police radio at 1:15, six minutes before the earliest Odweld could have 

gotten there. 

Conclusion: The CBS whitewash is better, in mix and application. The 'ommission 

erred in leaving a record, even if not in its Report, that could be 

ferreted out of Whaley's appearance, as 1 did. CBS did not 

this mistaket 

CBS: 	Critics "say Tippit should not have be-n where be was..."(Page 3) 

Fact: 	WHITEWASH 55 quotes the police radio log, Exhibit 705, as revealling 

his assignment
-co  

exactly where he wee. With police drained from all 

Dallas districts to men the motorcade route, reassignments were necessary. 

By ignoring this CBS wee able to air en emotion-packed interview with 

the officer who assigned Tippit. This, however, introduced a number of 

other problems CBS solved with its typical directness. Example: Tippit 

did not answer a call from the dieptecher at 1 p.m., just the time a 

Alice radio car pulled up in front of usweld s rooming house, honked the 
horn, ad drove off. Tippit's was the only assigned police car there. The 

CBS solutions Skip it. They did. Where on page 3 Dispatcher Murray Jackson 

said, "actually, I had two units: 87, which was Officer Nelson, and 78, 

Which was wfficer Tippit" (these were radio number, not car numbers), 

on the next page, withoue peragrpaph intervening,' Jackson also 

said that when he heard of the "disturbance" and then that "there's 

been an of icer shot", It had to be Tippit:"Agld, knowing that J.D Was 

the only one that should have been in Oak Cliff..." tht hap-ened to 
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uu- 
Nelson.: liwtwomikeViinother paLeot of the CBS technique, coming from 

its long experience with soap operas. The answer can always be left to 

CBS 

the next instalment then forgotten. Here ,he Commission we s wiser:It did 
not call Jackson as a witness. ?a/40 49 
Intod4cing Domingo Benavides ( age 9.4" to identify uswald as the 

aid')  

Tippit murdered; introduceceproblems adequate solved by the same 

method. Benavides told the Commission after the murderernonchallantly 

dropned two empty cartridges, he picked them up. 'wo more were turned in 

by two young women each waned Davis. 

Fact: 	Benavides told CBS he picked up three shells (pages 5-6):"I think I 

picked up two and put them in a wast oat pocket and then as I was walking 

up, I picked the other one up by hand, I believe." 

X-10.311/131  CESMICKXNEEIDEIXWECOUIDatittiOffiriDEC"...only one of tte four lead bullets 

removed from Officer Tippita body could be positively identified with 

that revolver by Illinois ballistics identification expert, Joseph Nicol." 

Page 6). 

Here CBS validates the wisdom of the Commission in sup-ressing the 

Tippit autopsy. It had it, in its files, where I got it, but found 

no space for it in 10,000,000 word of evidence or in the eport, 

which is so barren on the murder it lacks certification pf Tip--It's death. 
419 -.14.-1,V 	cti.140 

Walter Lister, one the this CBS crew, soon bragged of its "extteas47-1-vene-e-s 
4e-tria  New Republic 	cf/G- 

in a loud complaint aginst those cflaegreein with CBS. 11  a d that texhaustive- 
,, 

ness lasted as long as it took to the 	he Blst of the Commission's 

1553 files, in the very first goiter of it CBS would have found Tipoit's 

autopsy and learned that only three bullets were taken from his body. 

Sit& Nicol has skills the FBI simply m4t entice away from the State 

of Illinois. The FBI fired 100 bullets from the pistol they call Oswald' a, ccr 

in their own laboratories 	 probe a single one had been fired  to 

from that gun. Nicol had no probatem identifying what the FBI, in 100 

chances, could not. It said the rifling didn't leave enough marking on 

the bullet to make identification. Verd-4"1-4 , 1.?1-44".."  
dv'bl geirbirt44...1..,",4  0-I 46_ 6-11.-Lt 	F/3 ( 6 44.___a_041.41.., 	go 	• 

Fact: 
s 4,4v 

vii4,04:n 
ki  vka.  
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CBS: 
	

From this CBS c-ncluded:"One of the bullets that killed ufficer Tiprlt 

Qk eJt4in 	 kip ,1-1,4PLA 1-1414:b tircLA- 

was fired inSswald's rsvolver." 	page 6) 

Comm : Unnecessy. 	
(FSGOLatJte  

Cbs 	And froalall of this, not surpriaingly:"Lee Harvey Oswald shot J.D. Tipliit".._ 

,. 
	

_ — 5 	 t 

Commidipt; 
n
Unnecessary. 	tinge Bt.: 
	  ______ 

.....  
CBS: 	Johnny Calvin Brewe watched while he (Oswald) slipped into the 

theater". (Pegs 7tp 
tc.  

-6sct 	: This was impossible. Brewer could not see the door to the theater. 

CBS 	After the station break at this pont the subject switched to New 

Orleans, Garrison and charges against the CIAv  (Wage 9). 

fact: 	These charges had been made by me alone of tl:e c-itics, and CBS never 

asked roe about them.' volunteered them in an informal, unrecodded in-

terview. Because i had documentary proof, CBS had no interest. It also 

knew of my bo"k, OSWALD IN NEMOPUIANS, end I offered the manuscript to 

them in advance of publication, with the istight to gopy it as long as my 
1 	) 

property rights were protected. 	
120-0 

Comment: CBS did not want proof of evidence, awe i offered them the more than 300 
official 

pages of
4 
 documents I bad gathered on this aspect of the case elms. 

CBS: 	Instead it needled Garrison, subtly tried to ridicule him, and gave 

partAsan distortionsle(pege 9), 

Fact: 	It referred to Clay Shaw merely as "socially prominent". It was careful 

not to cell him even a "bachelor" or to cite the stories in the US and 

European press, unrislated to the Garrison investigation, citing his 

itrecord. 
'nay 

CBS: 	Described Delid Ferrie as "an eccentric former airline pilot%V4ge 9), 

Fact: 	Ferris had a very piblic criminal record, oleo public Mafia ties, was 

known to have threatened the President s life, and to CBS' knowledge, had 
vv/ 

been arrested by Garrison at the time of the assassination &a4(then released 

him under ap-arent FBI_Secret Service persuasion. 

CBS: 	"1 writer for the Saturday Evening Post said he read transcripts of 
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what went on at those sessions (meetings between Perry Raymond Russo 

and Assistant District Attorney Sciambre)ftir-V/0` 

Fact; 	There were no such transcripts. Writer Phelan said he had seen 

Sciambra's notes. 

"Meanwhile, various news organizations have reported aeriot charges 

against Garrison and his staff, including alleged bribery, intimi- 

 

 

dation end efforts to plant end/or manufacture evidence against Shaw. 

Last month Newsweek magazine said Garrison's office hed tried to bribe 

Alvin Heauboeuf"( 

Fact: 	These "various news organizations:" boil down t two 6ETihe inspiration 

of lawyers opposing Garrison. CES had already referred to one, the 

SaltyEvening2Elat. It is a propaganda device to here repeat it as 

"various". The other was Newsweek, whose charges were based apseilu-

upon en carefully edited tape recording, since exposed, and were refuted 

prior to CBS's retailing of them. Some of these fictions had earlier been 

offered the New Orleans press, which was two honorable to use them without 

r
az affidavits rom those making them. Wben the men makin. the charges would 

not make them under oath, the reporters would not use them. Nor was I 

interested, for the same reason, when they were offered to me April 28, /fG 

two months earlier. Such considerations did not bother NBC, AniCh gave k 

them end/the men a wide play. Celled before the grand jury, John Canceler, 
,-, 

reputed to be the most skilled burglar in New Orleans, refused to say 

under oath he had spoken truthfully on NBC. Hailed before a judge, be 

persisted in refusing to swear he had been truthful and he was jailed 

for contempt. There were, however, official charges of attempted bribery 

and intimidation. These 0E6 did not mention. They were against NBC, 

Walter Sheridan and Richard Townley, who have since, through their lawyers, 

raised the e-Pe-944-es—ef,tew "Philadelphia" practise, from the popular 

phrase, to new heights in their efforts to avoid aprrearance before the 

grand jury after being charged. Every one of the numerous and unending 
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dodges conceived by NBC's lawyers bee failed in court, each unreported 

by NBC end CBS 

There follow several pages in this vein, 

CBS: 	concluded with, One question/is asked again and again: Why doesn't 

Jim Garrison give his information, if it is valid information, 

why doe0(e't he give it to the Federal Government?" 94ge l4)6)  

Fact: 	Garrison's answer, in the if  note struck by CBS, was of he could 4-420 

"throw them this files) in the river. It'd be about the same result". 

The obvious question CBS did not put is, "Why should Garrison give his 

files to the Federal government, when it had no case in court end the 

Commission's work had ended more than two and a half years earliperi" 

Another question is, "If the 040 federal government had any interest, 

why did it not ask for Garrison's information Asking these questions 

was not prejudicial against Garrison, so CBS did not ask them. Nor 

did it ask, with Garrion (end me long before him ) having mi—ee-de 

chargesithat the CIA was involved, that the FBI and Secret Service hsd 

engaged in a "covertp", and that all were supppeseing information they 

had, why anyone should dream of handing them1:140/case against thena 
alaz 

Whet CBS did not report is whet was public knowledge in New urleana, bad 

appeared in the newspapers, and had been announced by spmp of the witnesses 

who were avpiding Garrison, that tte CIA was paying lawyer/ end that 

associations with the CIA would he the court defense if extradition was 

granted (there were no favorable actions on the three extradition requests 

Garrison sent to three states). 

CBI: 	pike Wallace said to Gerrison,"Yon're asking a good many questions, but 

you haven't got the answers..." 7ege 14), 

Fact: 	Had Garrison revealed any of his evidence on CBS, his case would have been 

thrown out of court, and properly so. CBS was offered similar evidence, 
eta ,AL 

by me, and d 	it. 

CBS: 	"A week ago NEC said it had discovered that Clay Bertrand is not Clay 
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Shaw. NBC said the man who uses that alias is a New Orleans homosexual, 

whose real name - not disclosed m in the broadcast - has been turned over 

tomthe Department of Justice'. Here it dropped the matters( 4 15)- 

aw Ala 
Fact: 	Eugene Davis, the men 'Jean Andrews 	 Clay Bertrand, appeared in 

Garrison's office with his attorney, insistanted on executing an affidavit 

swearing this was not Jo, then insisted on going before the grand jury 

with the same oath, and revealled to the newspapers that the FBI agents 

Who came to see him, when he made the denial, said they knew this in 

advance. Th=resiatufftitbel=stion,like-t-hi-a.,--wi-11-be-ulireportecl 

byAkBG--end 	CDC TV. 

CBS 	Garrison's "chief aide, William Gurvich" resignec4I4ge 15)65  
F4 

Fact: 	Garrison's /chief side" is his ranking assistant district attorney. His 

chief investigator is 'Louis 'von. Gurvich was not on tle staff or payroll. 

a was a volunteer. He did resign, "dissatisfied with the way the 

investigation was being conducted, and I sew no reason for the invasti- 

getion...Mr. Shaw should never have been arrested...".Vege l5 ,If what 

is highly improbable is true, that Gurtich knew 100% of the information 

developed, which, I have discovered, no one in that overworked office 

does, once the indictment was handed down and there was a case in court, 

this was an imporoper intrusion into it end m de Gurvich, as he bpot 

did but CPS did not acknowledge, automatically in contempt of court. ti-a/# 5.f 

(F)-  
0ES; 	Nils Gurvich say, "His purpose *w. for bringing the CIA in...is..they 

cannot afford to enswer...they'll never replyt; (age 16). 

Fact: 	There is no question about the CIA's involvement and of Oswald's involve- 

ment with CIA groups. I have written a long book about it, sup-orted by 

more than 300 pages of the supwressed federal documents. 

CBS: 	Of Garrison:"...ao far he has shown us nothing..." age 17} 

Fact: 	Could he without getting his case thrown out of court and himself eing 

in contempt of it No, as CM knew. 
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CBS: 	 Before leeving its handling of 
Garrison, CBS conceded/"it/may be 

that 

Garrison will finally show that
 there was e lunatic fringe in 

dark and 

devious conspiracy".  (,Pge 17). 
t'2, 	 4141.A.A4L- &-iez.!!1} 

Fact: climb is more than jdi -'6-11! CBS face sever, for it has had some of its 

e:- 

men, including Mike 1 418440 
Wallce, spend much time with Gar

rison end 

close to his investigation (in
terestingly, r didn't use th

e man who 

was most familiar with Garrison
s case). It is also an attempt 

eo,e7 it. • 

to whitewash in advance, to rem
ove from the public mind federa

l in- 

/4 	 etw.a,  a f 91/t.,_ 
volvement in the assassination 

and its dubious "investigati
on", *le 

prr 	 6 etet.  

by the federal police. This is
 not the 

traditionsl role and function o
f the U.S. press. 

Before switching the subjecteg
aIAl,CBS reiterated its own conclusions 

suppnrting those of the governm
eht, that Oswald was the lone a

ssassin 

{. 	page 17) and then asked Mark Lane for his 
"version of what happened 

that day% (p‘ge 17). Lane told 
what he thought. CBS did the sa

me thing 

with Bill Turner, whose connect
iogwith Ramparts it did not giv

e and 

Who is 11rdly one of those who 
has made thehkost intensive stu

dy of the 

assassination and its investiga
tion. 

CBS: 	 Thweedei-e-elaaa te purpo'sW/ridicule:MAK
 "It is difficult to take su

ch 

versions seriously..."  (p
age 18) 

Fact: 	CBS is not easily troubled and 
is unworried about its audience

 catching 

it up. ",hat is so dubious about 
"such versions".;  Lane and Tu

rner agreed 

nd I first published,. 

with the evidence CBS itself 	
citedt that the President's had

 went back 

, e 	 t444-14A:12 
ward in response to the fatal s

hot because -me from the front. 

411k 	
The men who put this show together ere nothing if not skil

led propagandists. 

Con meat: 	 erelterating, like the corn e
rciels that pay their wets, the things 

- 1-44y  

they went the public to believ
e. Having just:14/ 

	
a a this i page 17) they 

i  , 	i m  1!
JLIAL'f,2-1  

liEL i t eget galling 1 "a natural moment to 
pause*,  end do it 4-page-l8.)., 

' 
partisan misrepresentation of tazg

h.1r 

(r 

 

own evidence "It was en easy shot"
  etc) and unshamed invoca

tions of the 

A 

late President's military career and bravery a
s though they related. 

2 

two pages 


